PayWell 2021
Salary and Benefits Survey

About the Survey
The purpose of PayWell Survey is to provide companies
with reliable information on salaries and benefits, relevant
HR policies, and comparative market data.
PayWell Salary and Benefits Survey Report will allow
companies to compare their salaries and benefits with
market data; it is an excellent tool for modelling a pay
structure in any organisation. PayWell Salary and Benefits
Survey has been successfully conducted in Serbia since
2003.
PayWell is conducted in 11 CEE countries.
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Our Approach

• Support
• Flexibility
• Availability
• Global Approach

• Data Verification
• Methodology transfer
• Long term planning
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Benefit for the HR Function

• The collected data will help the HR Function set
priorities and focus on what to do. The HR Function
will have access to best practices, it will be able to
identify areas for cost reduction, as well as areas for
efficiency increase and service improvement.

• The Salary and Benefits Survey Report will help you
to translate HR insights into measurable quantitative
indicators - the language well understood by top
management and CFOs.
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1.

step
step:
step

Matching job titles/job positions

To achieve a high level of validity and reliability in data reporting, PayWell study is
based on a job matching methodology.

•

Matching Job Positions Workshops

•

Individual Matching

Job matching is the process of matching PwC benchmark jobs to the jobs of
participating companies, based on standardised job title/job position descriptions.

•

Data Verification
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2.

step:

Filling out the
Questionnaire

Salary Questionnaire
The questions will collect the following data:
•Gross base salary
•Fixed bonus
•Variable pay
•Annual benefits value for each job title/job position
•Vehicle value (purchase price)
•Car model
•Information on the number of employees holding the same job title/job
position
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2.

step:

Filling out the Questionnaire

Questionnaire on Compensation and Benefits Policy
The Questionnaire on Compensation and Benefits Policy will collect data on the following
items:

The 2020 Survey will cover 20 Saratoga indicators applicable to the following areas:

Compensation Policy
The survey results are used by companies to determine employee compensation, assess
employee performance, peg salaries to foreign currency (RSD / EUR), and to determine
items such as fixed bonuses (food allowance, transport allowance, recourse, 13th month
pay), variable bonuses, starting salaries, annual leave, overtime hours and flexible working
hours, relocation and retention incentives, outsourcing policy, and other items.

• Workforce structure

Benefits Policy
The Benefits Policy Analysis provides companies with insight into the existing categories
of benefits (car, mobile phone, life insurance, private pension and health insurance, social
activities, gifts on special occasions, sports activities, etc.) by job titles/job positions, costs,
and the use of options.
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• Turnover, cost and profit per employee
• Human Capital return on investment
• Learning and Development cost per employee
• Analysis of earnings structure (average earnings), considering separately items
such as base salary, variable salary and benefits.
• Absenteeism and cost of absenteeism
• Employee turnover
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2.

step:

Filling out the Questionnaire

Saratoga
Saratoga indicators
Saratoga is a unique HR metrics system for human capital measurement and
benchmarking. It helps organisations identify employees’ performance/impact on the
company, and benchmark the company against the market.
Methodology
Saratoga methodology involves using exact detailed definitions for each item that is being
collected. In such a way Saratoga guarantees that the data may be benchmarked against
the market, and that they are relevant for decision-making purposes.
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3.

step:

Reporting

New Platform
The Benefits of Using the Platform

• Access to the results on any device
• Creating an interactive report (selecting a peer group)
• Exporting the results in different formats (excel, pdf, xlm, itd.)
• Access to job catalogues
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3.

step:

Reporting

The entire PayWell Package comprises:
Detailed Salary Report by job title/job position
The Report gives a complete overview of salaries and other benefits for each
job title/job position individually, and an overview of data by regions
(Belgrade, Vojvodina, and the rest of Serbia). Reports are prepared for the
entire market and for each sector separately.

Salary Summary by job title/job position
The Summary provides a comparative overview of all job titles/job positions in
a single document. You will receive four reports with different types of
step
information. The first two reports involve monthly and yearly Base Pay
Statistics, and the other two reports comprise monthly and yearly Total Pay
Statistics. Reports are prepared for the entire market and for each sector
separately.
Peer Report
The Report allows you to select a peer group (peer companies), and is based
on the selected companies’ data. To get a representative sample, a minimum
of three companies must be included. We suggest that more than three
companies comprise the peer group since larger sample sizes will give more
job titles/job positions to compare.
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Note
PayWell Report Package includes a salary overview for job titles/job positions
grouped into PayWell pay grades: Reports are prepared for the entire market and for
each sector separately, and are available in the form of Detailed Salary Report and
Salary Summary by pay grades.
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step:
step

Reporting
Salary Market Statistics - Summary Report for job titles/job
positions
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3.

step:
step

Reporting
Salary Market Statistics - Detailed Report for job titles/job
positions
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3.

step:
step

Reporting
Compensation and Benefits Policy Report
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Participation Details

Confidentiality
Timeline
Fees
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Confidentiality
All client information received during the survey will be treated as strictly
confidential. Each questionnaire will be password-protected. Salary data will refer to
encrypted data jobs, and will not include the names of the persons holding such jobs.
The received data will be statistically analysed and presented in the report as a summary.
Confidentiality rules will ensure that no individual data will be visible in the report.
If there are less than three entries for one position or if only one or two companies provide
entries for one position (irrespective of the volume of data regarding job titles), no data will
be presented.
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Research Timeline
April

Initiating
Research

Launching the Survey
To participate in the
Survey send your
applications
to
rs_paywell@pwc.com
Registration deadline,
19 April 2021

May

June

July-August

Matching job
titles/job
positions

Filling out the
questionnaire

Data
verification and
processing

Identifying the
positions in the survey
that match the jobs in
your organization
Matching job positions
guidance workshops will
be organised in
September.
Additionally, with every
individual participant we
will go through all the
elements in detail to
ensure successful
completion of the data
collection process.
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Filling out the
questionnaire
After the Workshop,
participants will receive a
questionnaire and
PayWell catalogue for
matching job titles/job
positions.
PwC’s designated Team
will be available to
support you with data
collection, at any time.

Data Analysis and
Report Preparation
Once the questionnaires
have been received,
PwC’s team will perform
final checks, and will
prepare the received
data for processing.

September

Reporting

Reporting
Once the completed
questionnaires have
been collected and
the data have been
verified, the data
processing starts.
PayWell reports
will be available in
the second half of
September 2021.

Questionnaire
completion deadline, 30
June 2021
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Fees
Package

Fee (EUR) – exclusive of VAT

The PayWell Report Package includes:
• Salary Survey Report
• Compensation and Benefits Report

Notes:
950

• Saratoga

• The availability of the reports may vary
depending of the volume of collected data.
• The Fee is exclusive of VAT

Selected industry Salary Report

• Selected industry Salary Survey Report
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Contact us

rs_paywell@pwc.com
PwC Srbija
88a Omladinskih brigada
street
11070 Belgrade
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